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Abstract: Despite multimodal therapeutic treatments of osteosarcoma (OS), some patients 

develop resistance to currently available regimens and eventually end up with recurrent or 

metastatic outcomes. Many attempts have been made to discover effective drugs for improv-

ing outcome; however, due to the heterogeneity of the disease, new therapeutic options have 

not yet been identified. This study aims to explore potential targeted therapy related to protein 

profiles of OS. In this review of proteomics studies, we extracted data on differentially expressed 

proteins (DEPs) from archived literature in PubMed and our in-house repository. The data were 

divided into three experimental groups, DEPs in 1) OS/OB: OS vs osteoblastic (OB) cells, 

2) metastasis: metastatic vs non-metastatic sublines plus fresh tissues from primary OS with 

and without pulmonary metastasis, and 3) chemoresistance: spheroid (higher chemoresistance) 

vs monolayer cells plus fresh tissues from biopsies from good and poor responders. All up-

regulated protein entities in the list of DEPs were sorted and cross-referenced with identifiers 

of targets of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved agents and chemical inhibi-

tors. We found that many targets of FDA-approved antineoplastic agents, mainly a group of 

epigenetic regulators, kinases, and proteasomes, were highly expressed in OS cells. Addition-

ally, some overexpressed proteins were targets of FDA-approved non-cancer drugs, including 

immunosuppressive and antiarrhythmic drugs. The resulting list of chemical agents showed that 

some transferase enzyme inhibitors might have anticancer activity. We also explored common 

targets of OS/OB and metastasis groups, including amidophosphoribosyltransferase (PPAT), 

l-lactate dehydrogenase B chain (LDHB), and pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) as well as the 

common target of all categories, cathepsin D (CTSD). This study demonstrates the benefits of 

a text mining approach to exploring therapeutic targets related to protein expression patterns. 

These results suggest possible repurposing of some FDA-approved medicines for the treatment 

of OS and using chemical inhibitors in drug screening tests.
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Introduction
Osteosarcoma (OS) is the most common primary tumor of bone and has a high 

incidence in children and adolescents.1 An overall incidence is accounted for one to 

three per million annually worldwide. Multimodal treatment of OS currently includes 

surgery and multi-agent chemotherapy (ie, doxorubicin, cisplatin, and methotrexate), 

which results in an overall survival of ~60%–70% in patients with localized disease.2 

Nevertheless, for the past three decades, the 5-year survival rate of patients with 

metastasis remained stable at 30%.3 The survival expectancy of OS patients with 

poor response to preoperative chemotherapy is even lower compared to the good 

responders.4 An effective therapy is a need to improve survival of those patients with 

unfavorable prognosis.
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Many attempts have been made to develop targeted 

medicines with low levels of adverse effects, which confer 

benefits to individual patients. Some clinical trials of targeted 

medicines in OS patients showed an improvement of outcome 

in subgroups of patients, whereas others demonstrated only 

low or no response (https://ClinicalTrials.gov). This lack of 

effectiveness is mainly due to OS genomic instability, the 

result of as yet unidentified driver genes.5 Dramatic hetero-

geneity of OS exists both among patients and in intra-tumor 

masses. Whole-genome sequencing (WGS) of OS specimens 

has revealed a high rate of somatic structural variation and 

gene copy number alterations.6 Various oncogenic pathways 

have been reported to be involved in the pathogenesis of this 

disease. All these facts suggest that to improve a response 

to targeted therapy in OS, it will be necessary to be able to 

match the right patient with the right treatment.

In an era of an advanced “omics” technology and big 

data analysis, proteomics is a major technique of choice 

for studying proteins expressed by certain types of cancer.7 

Aberrant protein expression is an important characteristic of 

malignant transformation that involves changes in various 

cellular processes.8 Not only does proteomics determine 

the alteration of protein abundance, it also serves as a valu-

able tool for investigating diversity of proteomes, which 

arise largely from alternative splicing and post-translational 

modification.9 This technique allows scientists to gain addi-

tional insights into the molecular mechanisms that relate to 

oncogenic pathways.

This study aims to explore potential targeted therapy 

related to protein profiles of OS that possibly determine 

oncogenic phenotypes. To target putative oncogenic drivers, 

the list of up-regulated proteins was cross-referenced with 

antineoplastic agents approved by the US Food and Drug 

Administration (FDA). This method identified a potential 

targeted therapy based on an oncogene addiction model. This 

study also provided likely new targets for the treatment of 

OS using a drug repurposing approach. Interestingly, many 

groups of non-FDA-approved protein inhibitors were also 

explored as candidates for targeted therapy of OS. Based on 

these findings, we suggest further experimental testing of 

FDA-approved medicines for the treatment of OS and reveal 

possible uses of chemical agents as anticancer modality.

Methods
literature on mining of proteomics of Os
In this study, we searched proteomics of OS data through the 

PubMed database using the search term “osteosarcoma AND 

Proteomics” for articles available before January 31, 2016. 

Studies that examined non-human models were excluded. 

All proteomics information on OS cell lines and tissue 

specimens were retrieved and categorized according to their 

comparative models. Those models are 1) OS/OB: OS vs 

osteoblastic (OB) cells, 2) metastasis: metastatic vs non-

metastatic sublines plus fresh tissues from primary OS with 

and without pulmonary metastasis, and 3) chemoresistance: 

spheroid (higher chemoresistance) vs monolayer cells plus 

fresh tissues from biopsies from good and poor responders. 

Differentially expressed proteins (DEPs) with significant 

statistical power were extracted from the original articles as 

well as from supplementary data sources. Identifiers of genes 

and/or proteins that were not provided in the articles were 

added to the list by searching the UniProt database.

annotation of biological functions and 
pathways of DePs
To explore enriched biological functions and pathways of 

DEPs, we used an available bioinformatics approach for pro-

teomics data analysis. Biological processes relating to DEPs 

were designated as Gene Ontology (GO) entities following 

the GO database released May 20, 2016.10 Cluster analysis 

of DEPs regarding their related biological process was also 

performed using the PANTHER classification system Ver-

sion 10.0 released May 15, 2015.11 Pathway information 

from the KEGG and BIOCARTA databases was accessed 

via DAVID Bioinformatics Resources 6.7.12

generating lists of therapeutic targets 
in Os
Up-regulated proteins were sorted from the list of DEPs in 

each of the experimental groups (OS/OB, metastasis, and 

chemoresistance). The proteins were cross-referenced with 

lists of FDA-approved antineoplastic agents, FDA-approved 

non-antineoplastic agents, and non-FDA-approved chemical 

agents, reported elsewhere.13

Results
literature mining
According to the PubMed database, proteomics studies 

of OS have been performed both in cell cultures and in 

clinical specimens including the study of 1) OS and OB 

cells, 2) OS and benign tumor tissues, 3) phenotypic char-

acteristics of OS cells including metastasis and chemore-

sistance, 4) responsiveness to various medicines or specific 

induction, 5) OS cell lines, and 6) serum or plasma from 

OS patients (Table 1). The primary literature mining unveiled 

a number of DEPs. We found that DEPs in specific models 
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might relate to molecular mechanisms of relapse events in 

OS patients, so we focus primarily on proteomics analysis 

of DEPs in three experimental groups: OS/OB, metastases, 

and chemoresistance.

Eight proteomics studies of OS/OB were published 

from 2006 through early 2016 (Table 2). Those proteomics 

studies of OS cells were performed mainly using a gel-based 

approach, and most studied biological mechanisms of the 

disease as well as seeking potential diagnostic biomarkers and 

novel therapeutic targets. From our previous work, we have 

performed proteomics study in primary OS cells (n=7) and 

OB cells of cancellous bone (n=7) using two-dimensional gel 

electrophoresis (2DE) and liquid chromatography–tandem 

mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) analysis.14 We successfully 

identified DEPs in OS compared to OB cells. Therefore, to 

generate a list of DEPs in OS, proteomics data from literature 

and in-house results were combined. The end result was the 

successful identification of ~2,300 DEPs.15–22 Proteomics 

studies of metastatic and chemoresistant phenotypes of OS 

have previously been reported by different research groups 

(Tables 3 and 4). Although the number of publications on 

these events has been limited, we found that the data mined 

from text database resources were informative. Overall, 

49 and 29 DEPs were identified in metastatic and chemore-

sistant studies, respectively. Most proteomics studies of 

metastases have been performed in cell culture experiments 

(Table 3). DEPs have been identified in non-metastatic and 

metastatic sublines that have included several models, includ-

ing one report that examined DEPs in primary OS tissue with 

and without metastasis.

The list generated in this study also includes DEPs that 

exhibit chemoresistance. Proteomics studies of chemoresis-

tance of OS included investigation of eleven OS cell lines 

treated with doxorubicin. Notably, DEPs resistant to doxo-

rubicin were observed in most of the cells examined. Other 

papers have reported DEPs in frozen tissues of both good 

and poor responders before treatment with methotrexate, 

doxorubicin, and cisplatin. We included DEPs in both those 

groups as these identified proteins provide an indication of 

cellular responsiveness after chemotherapy. DEPs identified 

in these reports are potentially useful as biomarkers that may 

be able to predict chemotherapy responsiveness in OS.

enriched biological processes and 
pathways in Os
To the list of DEPs identified from literature mining, we 

added information about each protein including gene entities 

(eg, from the UniProtKB database). DEPs in each of the exper-

imental groups (OS/OB, metastasis, and chemoresistance) 

were additionally categorized on the basis of their biological 

processes using GO10 and were designated as GO terms 

Table 1 Proteomics studies of osteosarcoma in PubMed database

Proteomic study Number 
of articles

Os vs OB cells15–22 8
Os vs benign bone tumor tissues49–53 5
Metastasis vs non-metastasis21,54–56 4
chemoresistance57,58 2
responsiveness to various medicines59–64 6
Responsiveness under specific stimulus conditions37,38 2
Os cell lines65–69 5
serum or plasma of Os patients70–74 5
Total 37

Abbreviations: Os, osteosarcoma; OB, osteoblastic.

Table 2 Proteomics studies of Os/OB experimental groups

Model Techniques Year Citation

OB cells OS cells

Primary cells: bone samples Os cell line: saOs-2 2De, MalDi-TOF 2006 Spreafico et al15

OB cell line: hFOB1.19 Os cell lines: U2Os, saOs-2, and 
iOr/Os9

2De, MalDi-TOF 2007 guo et al16

Primary cells: corresponding 
normal tissues from patients

Primary Os cells: paired biopsy from 
chemonaive high-grade patients

2D-Dige, lc-esi-Ms/Ms 2009 Folio et al17

Primary cells: bone samples Os cell line: saOs-2 2De, MalDi-TOF 2009 liu et al18

OB cell line: hFOB1.19 Os cell line: Mg-63 iTraQ labeling, lc-Ms/Ms 2010 Zhang et al19

OB cell line: hFOB1.19 Os cell line: Mg-63 2De, esi-Ms/Ms 2011 hua et al22

Primary OB cells: OrT-1, 
hum31, and hum54

Os cell lines: Mg-63, U2Os, cal-72, 
saOs-2, and lM7

1De, lc-Ms/Ms, label-free 
quantitative protein analysis

2013 PosthumaDeboer et al20

OB cell line: hFOB1.19 Os cell lines: hs 39.T, hs 184.T, 
and hs 188.T

2De, TOF/TOF 2015 gemoll et al21

Abbreviations: OS, osteosarcoma; OB, osteoblastic; 2DE, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis; MALDI-TOF, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass 
spectrometry; 2D-Dige, two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis; iTraQ, isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantitation; lc-Ms/Ms, liquid chromatography–
tandem mass spectrometry; ESI-MS/MS, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry; TOF/TOF, tandem time-of-flight.
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(Figure 1). It was found that more than half the DEPs in all 

the experimental groups were involved in metabolic and 

cellular processes. Lower pathway enrichment involved 

developmental processes, localization, biological regulation, 

etc. The diversity of these pathways varied slightly among 

the experimental groups. The complete list of biological 

processes is provided in the Supplementary materials.

Various functions of all DEPs that were related to signal-

ing pathways were accessed through two pathway databases, 

KEGG and BIOCARTA, using the DAVID bioinformatics 

resource. It was found that DEPs in OS/OB were involved in 

pivotal metabolisms of molecular building blocks, including 

carbohydrates, amino acids, and nucleotides. Some played 

roles in genetic information processes including translation, 

transcription, replication, and repair, as well as folding, sort-

ing, and degradation, whereas others were associated with 

cardiovascular diseases. By considering individual pathways 

(child categories), spliceosomes accounted for the most 

enriched pathways among all OS/OB DEPs according to the 

KEGG database (Figure 2). Additionally, the BIOCARTA 

database revealed an association between DEPs in OS with 

AKT/mTOR signaling pathways.

Due to the limited number of DEPs identified in metas-

tases and chemoresistance, pathway analyses using KEGG 

pathways and BIOCARTA were not very revealing for most 

DEPs. However, we did find that most DEPs in metastatic 

outcomes were involved in both glycolysis/gluconeogenesis 

and pyruvate metabolism (Figure 3). Additionally, analysis 

of the BIOCARTA database revealed an association between 

DEPs and pathways of down-regulated MTA-3 in estrogen 

receptor (ER)-negative breast tumors. Small amounts of 

DEPs in chemoresistance were associated with several 

pathways including spliceosomes (Figure 3).

novel targets for the treatment of Os
In this study, our ultimate aim was to use proteomics data 

to seek potential target remedies for precision treatment. All 

the up-regulated proteins extracted from the list of DEPs 

were converted to gene identifiers. The proteins were then 

cross-referenced with three groups of available medicines 

and chemical agents including FDA-approved antineoplastic 

drugs, FDA-approved non-antineoplastic drugs, and non-

FDA-approved chemical agents. The result was 14, 5, and 

37 proteins up-regulated in OS/OB that could be matched 

to FDA-approved antineoplastic drugs, FDA-approved 

non-antineoplastic drugs, and non-FDA-approved chemical 

agents, respectively. The flow of generating the list of tar-

geted treatments is shown in Figure 4A.

We also found that several overexpressed proteins in 

the metastatic and chemoresistant groups were targets of 

either FDA-approved non-antineoplastic drugs or non-FDA-

approved chemical agents. The resulting lists revealed that 

the target of the FDA-approved non-antineoplastic drug 

amidophosphoribosyltransferase (PPAT) was a common tar-

get of OS/OB and metastatic sublines (Figure 4B). In addition, 

targets of the non-FDA-approved chemical agents l-lactate 

dehydrogenase B chain (LDHB) and pyruvate kinase M2 

(PKM2) were found as common targets between OS/OB 

and metastases, while cathepsin D (CTSD) was the inter-

sected target of all scenarios. Glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate 

Table 3 Proteomics studies of metastasis in Os

Model Techniques Year Citation

Non-metastasis Metastasis

Os cell lines: hOs, saOs-2 Os metastatic sublines: 143B, lM7 a lectin column followed by MudPiT 2012 Flores et al54

low-metastatic subline: F4 highly metastatic subline: F5M2 2D-Dige, MalDi-TOF 2014 chen et al55

Os tissue without metastasis Os tissue with metastasized to lung 2De, MalDi-TOF 2014 Tang et al56

OB cell line: hFOB1.19 Os cell lines: hs 39.T, hs 184.T, and hs 188.T 2De, TOF/TOF 2015 gemoll et al21

Abbreviations: OS, osteosarcoma; MudPIT, multidimensional protein identification technology; 2D-DIGE, two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis; MALDI-TOF, 
matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry; 2DE, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis; TOF/TOF, tandem time-of-flight.

Table 4 Proteomics studies of chemoresistance in Os

Model Treatment Techniques Year Citation

Os cell lines: hs-Os-1, nOs-1, saOs-2, 
sJsa-1, 143B, hOs, huO9, KhOs/nP, 
Mg-63, Mnng-hOs, and nOs-10

Doxorubicin 2D-Dige, annotated mass 
spectra in genome Medicine 
Database of Japan Proteomics

2013 arai et al57

Frozen tissue: poor responders (,90% 
necrosis), good responders (.90% necrosis)

Methotrexate, doxorubicin, 
and cisplatin

2D-Dige, Orbitrap mass 
spectrometer

2013 Kubota et al58

Abbreviations: Os, osteosarcoma; 2D-Dige, two-dimensional difference gel electrophoresis.
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dehydrogenase (GAPDH) was exclusively overexpressed in 

metastatic cells (Figure 4B). Details of individual targeted 

proteins and drugs are shown in Tables 5 and 6 and the 

Supplementary materials.

Discussion
In this study, we used bioinformatics tools to analyze pro-

teomics data retrieved from “PubMed”. It was found that 

“metabolic pathway” was the most enriched biological pro-

cess of DEPs in the three experimental groups: 1) OS/OB: 

OS vs OB cells, 2) metastasis: OS with metastasis vs non-

metastasis, and 3) chemoresistance: OS with higher vs lower 

chemoresistance (Figure 1). Among those, the primary 

metabolic processes of proteins, nucleobase-containing 

compounds, lipids, carbohydrates, and amino acids were 

the most frequently altered. In addition, KEGG pathway 

analysis demonstrated that aberrant expression of proteins 

in the OS/OB group was mainly related to the “genetic 

information process”, which consists of translation, transcrip-

tion, replication, and repair, as well as folding, sorting, and 

degradation (Figure 2).

This study identified metabolic processes potentially 

associated with progression of the disease. Growing evidence 

of metabolic reprogramming in cancer cells has uncovered 

the important role of oncogenic signaling pathways in the 

regulation of metabolic activities. Cancer cells require 

more energy and need specific building blocks for mac-

romolecule biosynthesis during growth and proliferation. 

All metabolic changes effectively support and maintain 

the uncontrollable growth, migration, and metastatic pro-

cesses of cancer cells. However, it is worth noting that not 

all metabolic shifts are a consequence of oncogenic driven 

processes: they might possibly also reflect cellular adaptation 

to high proliferation rates.

In order to identify alternative targets for OS treatment, 

we sorted lists of up-regulated proteins from DEPs in each 

experimental group and then cross-referenced those with 

three groups of drugs and chemical agents. Overexpres-

sion of proteins in the OS/OB group defined as targets of 

FDA-approved antineoplastic drugs were classified into one 

of four categories based on their functions: 1) Epigenetic 

regulators: DNMT1, HDAC1, and HDAC2; 2) Kinases: 

ERBB2, FGFR1, KIT, MET, MTOR, and PDGFRα; 

3) Proteasomes: PSMC5 and PSMC6, and 4) Others: GSR 

and PARP1 (Table 5). These proteins have been previously 

studied as promising targets for the treatment of various 

cancer types including OS. Recently, Yu et al23 screened 54 

FDA-approved agents for their antigrowth activity in five 

pediatric OS cell lines carrying p53 inactivation. Among 

the tested agents, inhibitors targeting HDACs (romidepsin 

and panobinostat) showed significant single-agent activity 

and synergistic effects when combined with proteasome 

inhibitors (carfilzomib and bortezomib) that work effectively 

within a range of clinically achievable concentrations.

Other promising oncogenic targets discovered in this 

study were tyrosine kinases. Attempts at using multi-kinase 

inhibitors for the treatment of OS were carried on in clinical 

trials. The outcomes were very promising as seen in Phase II 

clinical trials that assessed the effectiveness of sorafenib in 

patients with high-grade and unresectable OS.24,25 Those 

trials, which resulted in a 48% progression-free survival 

rate of patients at 4 months, demonstrated that sorafenib 

could potentially be used as a second- or third-line treat-

ment. A small molecule kinase inhibitor, imatinib mesylate, 

Figure 1 enriched biological processes (gO annotation) of DePs in Os/OB, metastasis, and chemoresistance.
Abbreviations: gO, gene ontology; DePs, differentially expressed proteins; Os, osteosarcoma; OB, osteoblastic.
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Figure 2 Pathway analysis of DePs in Os/OB (from Kegg and BiOcarTa databases).
Abbreviations: DePs, differentially expressed proteins; Os, osteosarcoma; OB, osteoblastic; ecM, extracellular matrix; trna, transfer rna; Tca, the tricarboxylic acid; 
cBl, e3 ubiquitin-protein ligase cBl; egF, epidermal growth factor.
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induced significant cytotoxic activity in OS primary cells that 

were overexpressing PDGFRα.26,27 Phase II clinical trials 

conducted in OS patients with recurrence, chemoresistance, 

or lung metastasis found moderately clinical responses in 

subgroup of patients.28,29 Ideally, experimental investiga-

tion of expression of tyrosine kinases is the prerequisite 

for selecting patients who will gain a true benefit from this 

targeted treatment. One of these trials examined the expres-

sion and mutation profiles of targeted kinases including 

“cKIT, PDGRα, AKT, pAKT, PTEN, and pFKHR” in for-

malin-fixed, paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues from eligible 

patients.29 However, an association between the laboratory 

evaluation and a responsiveness to imatinib was not well 

established due to a limitation of available retained tissue 

samples. Therefore, further systemic experimental evaluation 

is necessary for suggesting therapeutic options to specific 

groups of patients. Other clinical trials of kinase inhibitors in 

OS patients including pazopanib (Phase II; NCT01532687) 

and lenvatinib (Phase I/II; NCT02432274) are ongoing.

Carmustine works as an antagonist of GSR and as a DNA 

and RNA alkylator.30 The FDA has approved the use of car-

mustine in the treatment of brain tumors, multiple myeloma, 

Hodgkin’s disease, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas. Some 

evidence has indicated an antitumor activity of carmustine 

in androgen-independent prostate cancer cells and various 

human solid tumor cell lines.30,31 Another promising target is 

MET oncoprotein. Overexpression and amplification of MET 

have been observed frequently in OS, with this aberrancy 

associated with poorer outcomes.32 Moreover, it was found 

that up-regulation of MET potentially induced transformation 

of osteoblasts into OS carrying typical OS characteristics and 

neovascularization ability.33

The process of drug development starting from basic 

research through FDA approval normally requires .10 years 

Figure 3 Pathway analysis of DePs in metastasis and chemoresistance (from Kegg and BiOcarTa databases).75,76

Abbreviations: DePs, differentially expressed proteins; Os, osteosarcoma; er, estrogen receptor.
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and an average investment of US$1.8 billion.34 Unfortunately, 

most new agents fail to reach the market stage due to a lack of 

efficacy in Phase II clinical trials. This issue in current cancer 

drug development has been addressed by scientific com-

munities, with the result that the strategy of using approved 

non-cancer drugs for the treatment of various cancers (known 

as “drug repurposing” or “drug repositioning”) has gained 

much attention35 as the necessary toxicity testing as well as 

pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamics profile develop-

ment has already been assessed and approved in the pre-

clinical and Phase I clinical trials. Thus, the potential drugs 

are in a position to move into Phase II and III clinical trials 

within a shorter period and at a lower cost. This study has 

identified a group of immunosuppressant and antiarrhythmia 

agents that are promising candidates for the repurposing 

approach (Table 6).

Among the immunosuppressants, leflunomide is the 

likely candidate for repurposing as an anticancer agent. 

Leflunomide is an inhibitor of DHODH that, in turn, 

modulates pyrimidine synthesis that is a major target in the 

treatment of rheumatoid arthritis.36 Interestingly, this study 

found that the expression profile of DHODH was aberrant in 

some malignancies including OS. There is growing evidence 

of the anticancer activity of leflunomide in preclinical trials 

with neuroblastoma, medullary thyroid cancer, and other 

cancers.36,37 Besides being a potent inhibitor of DHOH, 

it has been reported that leflunomide also inhibits PDGFR 

and other tyrosine kinases.38 Using leflunomide in cancer 

therapy would likely be of great benefit since the direct 

relationship between tyrosine kinases and oncogenesis has 

been well documented.

In this study, we also explored the possibility that digoxin 

could be a potential candidate for repurposing. This drug 

is in a group of cardiac glycosides, an inhibitor of Na+/K+-

ATPase pump that has been commonly used in heart failure 

and which has worked as an antiarrhythmic. Treating cancer 

cell lines with digoxin resulted in cytotoxicity in several 

types of cancer cells including prostate, breast, renal, and 

lung cancers, melanoma, and leukemia.39 Notably, the IC
50

 

of this drug in tests with the aforementioned cancer cells is 

Figure 4 generating the list of druggable targets for the treatment of Os: (A) overview of all steps used in generating the list and (B) diagrams of targets of FDa-approved 
non-antineoplastic drugs and non-FDa-approved chemical agents from studies of proteomics in three experimental groups.
Abbreviations: Os, osteosarcoma; FDa, Food and Drug administration; DePs, differentially expressed proteins; OB, osteoblastic; PPaT, amidophosphoribosyltransferase; 
cTsD, cathepsin D; lDhB, l-lactate dehydrogenase B chain; PKM2, pyruvate kinase M2; gaPDh, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase.
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Table 5 Up-regulated proteins and targets of FDa-approved antineoplastic drugs

Gene Protein name FDA-approved drug Disease indicationa

DNMT1 Dna (cytosine-5)- 
methyltransferase 1

azacitidine (Vidaza) Myelodysplastic syndrome, chronic myelomonocytic leukemia
Decitabine (Dacogen) Myelodysplastic syndrome

ERBB2 receptor tyrosine-protein kinase 
erbB-2

Trastuzumab (hercePTin) her2-positive breast cancer
lapatinib (Tycerb) advanced or metastatic breast cancer whose tumors 

overexpress her2 and who have received prior therapy 
including an anthracycline, a taxane, and trastuzumab

ado-trastuzumab emtansine 
(KaDcYla)

her2-positive, metastatic breast cancer patients who have 
already used taxane and/or trastuzumab for metastatic 
disease or had their cancer recur within 6 months of 
adjuvant treatment

afatinib (gilOTriF) The first-line treatment of patients with metastatic NSCLC 
whose tumors have egFr exon 19 deletions or exon 21 
(l858r) substitution mutations as detected by an 
FDa-approved test

Pertuzumab (PerJeTa) in combination with trastuzumab and docetaxel for the 
treatment of patients with her2-positive metastatic breast 
cancer who have not received prior anti-her2 therapy or 
chemotherapy for metastatic disease

GSR glutathione reductase, 
mitochondrial

carmustine (gliaDel® 
WaFer)

Brain tumors, multiple myeloma, hodgkin’s disease, and 
non-hodgkin’s lymphomas

HDAC1 histone deacetylase 1 Vorinostat (Zolinza) cutaneous T-cell lymphoma
HDAC2 histone deacetylase 2 romidepsin (istodax) cutaneous T-cell lymphoma with at least one prior systemic 

therapy
KIT Mast/stem cell growth factor 

receptor kit
imatinib mesylate (gleevec) ALL, GIST, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, CML, 

myelodysplastic syndrome
sorafenib (nexavar) advance renal cell carcinoma, some hepatocellular carcinoma
sunitinib (sutent) Metastatic renal cell carcinoma, gisT (no response to 

imatinib), pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor
Pazopanib (Votrient) advanced renal cell carcinoma, advanced soft tissue sarcoma
Dasatinib (sprycel) all, cMl
axitinib (inlyta) advanced renal cell carcinoma
nilotinib (Tasigna) cMl

FGFR1 Fibroblast growth factor receptor 1 lenvatinib (lenvima) locally recurrent or metastatic, progressive, radioactive 
iodine-refractory differentiated thyroid cancer

MET hepatocyte growth factor receptor cabozantinib (cOMeTriQ) Medullary thyroid cancer and patients with advanced rcc 
who have received prior antiangiogenic therapy

crizotinib (XalKOri) locally advanced or metastatic nsclc that is alK positive as 
detected by an FDa-approved test

MTOR serine/threonine protein kinase 
mTOr

Temsirolimus (Torisel) advance renal cell carcinoma
Everolimus (Afinitor) advanced renal cancer, subependymal giant cell astrocytoma, 

breast cancer, pancreatic cancer
PARP1 Poly (aDP-ribose) polymerase 1 Olaparib (aZD2281) Monotherapy in patients with deleterious or suspected 

deleterious germline Brca mutated (as detected by an 
FDa-approved test) advanced ovarian cancer who have been 
treated with three or more prior lines of chemotherapy

PDGFRα Platelet-derived growth factor 
receptor alpha

imatinib mesylate (gleevac) ALL, GIST, dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans, CML, 
myelodysplastic syndrome, systemic mastocytosis

sorafenib (nexavar) advance renal cell carcinoma, some hepatocellular carcinoma
sunitinib (sutent) Metastatic renal cell carcinoma, gisT (no response to 

imatinib), pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor
Pazopanib (Votrient) advanced renal cell carcinoma, advanced soft tissue sarcoma
nilotinib (Tasigna) cMl
axitinib (inlyta) advanced renal cell carcinoma
Dasatinib (sprycel) all, cMl

PSMC2 26s protease regulatory subunit 7 Bortezomib (Velcade) Multiple myeloma, mantle cell lymphoma
PSMC5 26s protease regulatory subunit 8 Carfilzomib (Kyprolis) Multiple myeloma
PSMC6 26s protease regulatory subunit 10B

Note: ainformation from Termglinchan et al and DrugBank Version 4.5. republished with permission of Dovepress, from Onco Targets Ther, candidate cancer-targeting agents 
identified by expression-profiling arrays, Termglinchan V, Wanichnopparat W, Suwanwongse K, et al, 6, copyright 2013; permission conveyed through Copyright Clearance 
center, inc.77 Wishart Ds, Knox c, guo ac, et al. DrugBank: a comprehensive resource for in silico drug discovery and exploration. Nucleic Acids Res. 2006;34(Database 
issue):D668–D672, by permission of Oxford University Press.78

Abbreviations: FDa, Food and Drug administration; her2, human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; nsclc, non-small-cell lung cancer; egFr, epidermal growth factor 
receptor; all, acute lymphoid leukemia; gisT, gastrointestinal stromal tumor; cMl, chronic myeloid leukemia; rcc, renal cell carcinoma; alK, anaplastic lymphoma kinase.
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Figure 5 groups of up-regulated proteins, targets of non-FDa-approved chemical agents.
Abbreviations: FDa, Food and Drug administration; gO, gene ontology.

Table 6 Up-regulated proteins and genes that are targets of FDa-approved non-antineoplastic drugs

Gene Protein name FDA-approved 
drug

Drug  
category

Disease indicationa

ATP1A1 na+/K+-aTPase Digoxin antiarrhythmia 
agent

For the treatment and management of congestive cardiac 
insufficiency, arrhythmias, and heart failure.ATP1B1 Digitoxin

DHODH Dihydroorotate dehydrogenase 
(quinone), mitochondrial

Leflunomide immunosuppressive 
agent

For the management of the signs and symptoms of active ra. 
has also been used for the prevention of acute and chronic 
rejection in recipients of solid organ trasnplants and is 
designated by the FDa as an orphan drug for this use.

IMPDH1 inosine-5′-monophosphate 
dehydrogenase

Mycophenolate 
mofetil

immunosuppressive 
agent

For the prophylaxis of organ rejection in patients receiving 
allogeneic renal, cardiac, or hepatic transplants.

IMPDH2 ribavirin For the treatment of chronic hepatitis c and for rsV.
PPAT amidophosphoribosyltransferase azathioprine immunosuppressive 

agent
For use in ra, preventing renal transplant rejection, crohn’s 
disease, and colitis.

Note: ainformation from Termglinchan et al and DrugBank Version 4.5.77,78

Abbreviations: FDa, Food and Drug administration; ra, rheumatoid arthritis; rsV, respiratory syncytial virus.

lower (0.1–1 µM) than the dose used for the treatment of heart 

disease, thereby warranting further clinical testing.

Apart from FDA-approved agents, this study also investi-

gated various targets of chemical inhibitors (Supplementary 

materials). Most of the targeted proteins were catalytic 

enzymes (GO:0003824), in particular, the group of trans-

ferases (Figure 5). Interestingly, we found that some trans-

ferases are associated with cancer-related signaling pathways 

including the Wnt, MAPK, VEGF, and ErbB signaling 

pathways. This finding provides a list of targeted proteins that 

are potential candidates for further screening tests. We also 

identified common overexpressed proteins in the OS/OB and 

metastatic groups including LDHB and PKM2 as well as a 

shared target among all categories: CTSD (Figure 4B).

LDHB is an enzyme catalyzing the conversion of pyruvate 

to lactate via the glycolysis pathway.40 The association 

between LDHB and the etiology of OS was studied through 

integrated analysis of gene expression data in OS.41 The 

results showed higher expression of LDHB in OS tissues with 

single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and copy number 

variants (CNVs). In addition, another study reported that 

high levels of serum LDH in OS was significantly related to 

lower overall survival.42 These all suggest a possible role of 

LDHB in tumorigenesis and the progression of the disease 

that might be linked to worsened outcomes.

PKM2 is one of the key potential targets for cancer 

therapy. It catalyzes the end step in the glycolysis pathway by 

converting phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) to pyruvate.43 A great 

quantity of evidence has emerged suggesting a pivotal role 

of PKM2 in the metabolic phenotype of various cancers.44 

Additionally, some studies have revealed the function of 

PKM2 as a protein kinase that is involved in cell migration 

and angiogenesis of colon and gastric carcinoma.45,46 Even 

though there have been only limited studies of the association 

of PKM2 and OS, this study positions PKM2 as a potential 

target in the treatment of OS.
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In this study, CTSD was the only protein identified as a 

potential target in all experimental groups. CTSD is a lyso-

somal aspartic endopeptidase that plays multi-faceted roles 

in the normal physiological state as well as in the pathogen-

esis of diverse diseases.47 Furthermore, many studies have 

demonstrated roles of CTSD in a wide range of cancers. 

It seems like this lysosomal enzyme is involved in multiple 

stages of tumorigenesis as well as in the progression of the 

disease including cell proliferation, invasion, angiogenesis, 

and metastasis.48 Increased expression of CTSD in OS, lung 

metastases, and chemoresistance are evidence that CTSD has 

important functions in pathological processes of OS.

Conclusion
With a growing understanding of biological mechanisms, 

the oncogenic driver of various cancers is being unveiled, 

leading to the development of a wide variety of targeted 

medicines. In addition, advancement in proteomics with the 

emergence of big data has identified key events in tumori-

genesis. Therapeutic agents identified by protein expression 

profiles in OS were explored through a text mining and 

systemic review of proteomics data set. As the result, we 

successfully identified and explored 1) potential anticancer 

drugs for targeting OS-related pathways, 2) non-cancer drug 

repurposing, and 3) new targets for the treatment of OS. The 

use of targeted therapy alone or in a combination regimen 

as well as testing the effectiveness of drug repurposing in 

clinical trials can be beneficial for OS patients, especially for 

those who experience relapse after the use of conventional 

therapeutic options.
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